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Abstract
Introduction: Morphea (localized scleroderma) is a relatively rare disease characterized by excessive skin fibrosis. Human endogenous retroviruses (HERV) are largely distributed within the human genome with hundreds of
thousands of elements. The HERV have been widely studied in autoimmune disorders, yet hardly ever assessed in
diseases with a good prognosis such as morphea.
Aim: In this study we focus on the possible relations between the expression of chosen HERV and factors influencing the pathomechanism of the disease, such as age, sex, titres of anti-nuclear antibodies, as well as duration,
activity, and severity of the disease (LoSSI index).
Material and methods: Real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) targeting six HERV sequences of interest were
performed on samples derived from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) and skin biopsies.
Results: In PBMC we found a statistically significant negative correlation between HERV-W env expression and LoSSI
index (p = 0.01). Additionally, HERV-W env was downregulated in patients with the active form of morphea. In all
other cases we found no correlation whatsoever nor statistically significant differences below the p = 0.05 threshold.
Conclusions: Morphea seems to be an autoimmune disease where the impact of HERV is not so apparent. It seems
that probing many patients for the expression of just a few sequences is not as effective as previously expected.
For initial studies of HERV in other diseases we recommend high throughput techniques such as HERV-dedicated
DNA microarrays or massive parallel sequencing.
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Introduction
Morphea or localized scleroderma (LS) is believed
to be a skin-limited disease characterized by excessive
skin fibrosis, in contrast to systemic sclerosis, which is
additionally characterized by an internal organ involvement. Notwithstanding the two disorders sharing fibrosis, different molecular mechanisms might be involved.
Morphea can be mimicked by other diseases including
lichen sclerosus, sclerodermiform graft versus host disease, post-radiation dermatitis, progerias, drug-related
sclerodermoid reactions and others [1–5].
Human Endogenous Retroviruses (HERV) are remnants of ancient retroviral infections, many of which have
been preserved in genomes for millions of years. They

have retained their original gene arrangement, although
the accumulated mutations prevent them from forming
infectious viral particles. Nonetheless, many of them
generate mRNA and proteins that can directly influence
cellular environment or indirectly exert changes by their
own localization nearby or within other genes. Other possible mechanisms of interaction have also been reported
in the literature [6–8].

Aim
In this study we focus on the possible relations between the expression of chosen HERV sequences and
factors influencing the pathomechanism of the disease,
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such as age, sex, anti-nuclear antibodies (ANA) titres, duration, activity, and severity of the disease.
The study involved expression assessment in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) and skin biopsies.
Six HERV sequences of particular interest that had been
previously examined in other autoimmune disorders
were chosen for this study.

Material and methods
Groups of study
Whole blood samples were collected from 41 patients
with morphea (22 women, 19 men, mean age: 44.1,
SD = 17.5 years) while skin biopsies from morphea lesions were collected from 36 patients (17 women,
19 men, mean age: 45.1 ±16.0 years). The diagnosis was
confirmed by histological examination. Patients were not
under treatment at the time of sample collection. The
exclusion criteria involved the presence of other chronic
diseases, notably autoimmune disorders. Patients involved in this study had not been exposed to UV radiation for the period of at least a month prior to sample
collection.
The study was approved by the Bioethics Committee of the Poznan University of Medical Sciences and

Table 1. Sequences of primers used in real-time PCR
Primer
name

Sequence (5'–3')

Accession/
location

HERV-E
pol F
HERV-E
pol R

GTC ATT TGT ATT CTA CCG GAG

Retrosearch:
Orf ID: 8435
HERV ID: 1109
Chr. Xq21.32

AAT ACT GCA AAG TTT GGG AC

HERV-H
TAT GTC ATC CTC TAC CTC TCC C
(env62) F
HERV-H
CCA GCA GTT GTT CAC TAA GGA
(env62) R

Retrosearch:
Orf ID: 82113
HERV ID: 10816
Chr. 2q24.3

HERV-K
env F
HERV-K
env R

CAC TTG GGT TAA GAC CAT
TGG A
GGA GCT GTT GAG TAC ACC TG

Retrosearch:
Orf ID: 204173
HERV ID: 29013
Chr. 8p23.1

HERV-K10
gag F
HERV-K10
gag R

GTA ATG GCT CAG TCA ACG CA

GenBank:
M14123

HERV-R
pol-env F
HERV-R
pol-env R

GGG CCA ATT ATG CTT ACC AA

HERV-W
env F
HERV-W
env R
GAPDH F
GAPDH R
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GCC CCA TTA ATT CTG GAC CT

ATG GGC TGA TCT GGC TCT AA
TCA TAT CTA AGC CCC GCA AC

GenBank:
M12140
Chr. 7q11.2
GenBank:
AF072506

GAG GTT GTG ATA CCG CCA AT
CTG CAC CAC CAA CTG CTT AG
TTC TGG GTG GCA GTG ATG

Ensembl:
ENST00000229239

performed according to the Declaration of Helsinki. All
patients gave written consent.
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC)
and plasma
EDTA-collected blood was separated in Ficoll gradient (1.077 g/cm3). Until examined, the aliquoted plasma
was kept at the temperature of –80ºC. The PBMC were
washed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and disintegrated in TriPure reagent (Roche Applied Science). RNA
was isolated with the use of a modified Chomczynski and
Sacchi protocol [9]. 1 μg of each RNA sample was DNased
to minimize genomic DNA contamination (Ambion, USA).
Reverse transcription (RT) was performed with the use
the Transcriptor First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Roche
Applied Science) with random hexamer primers. cDNA
was stored in aliquots at –80°C prior to real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Each RNA sample was assessed through a PCR no-RT negative reaction.
Skin biopsies
Skin biopsies of morphea patients were collected
from the centre of pathological areas under local anaesthetic. Shortly after collection, skin samples were
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at the temperature
of –80ºC. Samples were disintegrated by rotor-stator homogenization carried out on ice in TriPure reagent. After
removal of debris by centrifugation, RNA was isolated
with the use of a modified Chomczynski and Sacchi protocol, followed by genomic DNA removal and cDNA synthesis [9]. The remaining steps were the same as in the
case of PBMC.
Real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
cDNA samples were amplified by real-time PCR in
a LightCycler 2.0 thermocycler using LightCycler FastStart DNA Master SYBR Green I kit (Roche Diagnostics
GmbH, Germany) with additional uracil-n-glycosylase
(Fermentas, Canada) for carry-over prevention. Standard
curves were prepared with the use of amplicon samples
of known concentrations. The results of HERV expression
were normalized to the level of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) transcription. The choice
of this particular gene as a reference had been supported
in the literature [10]. Sequences of primers for HERV-K10
gag, HERV-R pol-env, HERV-W env, and GAPDH were imported from our previous studies [11]. The sequences and
accession data are provided in Table 1.
Evaluation of anti-nuclear antibodies (ANA)
The ANA were assessed by indirect immunofluorescence on a mosaic of substrates (neoplastic cell line of
laryngeal carcinoma, HEp-2/monkey hepatocytes) with
the use of commercially available kits (Euroimmun, Germany), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
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Table 2. Statistical analysis results for PBMC. Spearman’s ranked correlation coefficient with respective p-values are
presented for ANA titres, disease duration, LoSSI and age
HERV sequence
ANA titre
Disease duration
LoSSI
Age

E pol

W env

R pol-env

H env 62

K env

K10 gag

rs

–0.15

–0.17

–0.10

–0.11

0.03

0.04

P-value

0.33

0.28

0.52

0.50

0.87

0.82

rs

–0.18

–0.16

–0.04

–0.02

0.00

0.00

P-value

0.26

0.32

0.81

0.91

0.98

0.98

rs

–0.22

–0.38

–0.24

–0.08

0.04

0.15

P-value

0.18

0.01*

0.13

0.61

0.78

0.34

rs

–0.23

0.13

0.08

0.26

–0.18

0.07

P-value

0.15

0.41

0.63

0.10

0.27

0.66

Sex

P-value

0.31

0.14

0.87

0.24

0.61

0.40

Disease activity

P-value

0.13

0.04*

0.45

0.65

0.43

0.79

P-values of U tests are presented for sex and disease activity. *Statistically significant instances are marked.

Evaluation of activity of the disease

Lesion assessment
Morphea lesions were evaluated employing the Localized Scleroderma Severity Index (LoSSI) suggested by
Arkachaisri and Pino. The maximum possible score was
168 [14].
Statistical analysis
Normality of collected data sets was assessed with
the Shapiro-Wilk test, while significant outliers were detected with the Grubbs’ test (data not published). Since
the vast majority of data was not normally distributed,
and there were two independent samples, the WilcoxonMann-Whitney U test was utilized for the assessment of
the differences between sexes and disease activity. In the
study of age, ANA titres, duration and severity of the disease, the Spearman’s ranked correlation coefficient was
calculated. Statistical analysis as well as the graphs were
computed with the use of Past v.2.03 software.

Results
Prior to real-time analyses, optimization was carried
out separately for each type of HERV sequence. A melting
curve analysis was performed for all reactions and the
results were compared to the standard melting temperatures found during the optimization process.
Randomly chosen reaction batches were duplicated
for pipetting error analysis. In such cases, mean values
of the two reactions were used in further statistical analysis.
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LoSSI

An appearance of a new lesion, spread of a previously existing one or a presence of erythematous margins within the recent 6 months qualified a patient to the
group with an active process [12, 13].
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Figure 1. Correlation between the expression of HERV
W env in PBMC and Localized Scleroderma Severity Index
(LoSSI). rs = –0.38, p = 0.01. HERV W env expression level
is expressed in copies of HERV W env per million copies of
the GAPDH reference gene

Results of the statistical analyses concerning PBMC
are presented in Table 2. We found no statistically significant correlations between the expression of all HERV
sequences and ANA titre, disease duration and age. The
expression of HERV W env sequence was the only case
found to correlate with LoSSI (Figure 1). There were no
statistically significant differences between sexes in the
expression of the aforementioned sequences. The only
statistically significant difference in the case of disease
activity was the instance of HERV W env.
Results of the statistical analyses concerning skin
biopsies are presented in Table 3. Here we found no
statistically significant correlations between the expression of all HERV sequences and all tested parameters.
HERV H env 62 positively correlated with age with the
p-value close to statistical significance. There were no
statistically significant differences between sexes and
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Table 3. Statistical analysis results for skin biopsies. Spearman’s ranked correlation coefficient with respective p-values
are presented for ANA titres, disease duration, LoSSI and age
HERV sequence
ANA titre
Disease duration
LoSSI

rs

E pol

W env

R pol-env

H env 62

K env

K10 gag

–0.25

–0.21

–0.16

–0.03

–0.14

0.08

P-value

0.13

0.22

0.35

0.87

0.43

0.63

rs

0.10

0.20

0.07

0.03

0.10

–0.04

P-value

0.55

0.23

0.70

0.85

0.57

0.82

rs

0.07

–0.15

–0.08

–0.01

–0.05

–0.10

P-value

0.70

0.40

0.66

0.95

0.79

0.60

Age

rs

0.17

0.21

0.11

0.31

0.25

0.23

P-value

0.33

0.23

0.52

0.06*

0.15

0.17

Sex

P-value

0.82

0.27

0.90

0.21

0.50

0.55

Disease activity

P-value

0.99

0.37

0.45

0.99

0.29

0.72

P-values of U tests are presented for sex and disease activity. *An instance close to statistical significance is marked.

disease activity in the expression of the aforementioned
sequences.

Discussion
In the vast majority of cases we have found no correlation whatsoever nor statistically significant differences, with the exception of HERV W. In PBMC we found
a statistically significant negative correlation with respect to LoSSI. The more severe the disease, the smaller
the expression of HERV W env. This phenomenon is also
supported by a statistically significant difference in the
expression of this sequence between patients with an
active and patients with a non-active disease. The former show a decrease of transcription (data not shown).
We compared these results to a healthy control group
in a parallel study and were surprised to find out that
in skin morphea patients did show a downregulation,
which supports these data, but in PBMC there was an
upregulation of HERV W env expression in morphea [15].
In other words, although in PBMC the expression of HERV
W env is statistically higher in morphea, patients with
more severe symptoms tend to have their expression
lowered. Perhaps such phenomenon could be explained
if the expression of HERV W env somehow correlated
with the duration of the disease, yet it did not. The cause
of such result is unknown.
As far as the skin is concerned, one cannot overlook
a positive correlation between age and HERV H env 62 expression, where the p value equals 0.06, which is slightly
above the commonly assumed 5% threshold. The same
sequence shows traces of correlation in PBMC, where the
p-value equals 0.10. A parallel study performed in healthy
people shows no signs of such correlation between HERV
H env 62 expression level and age either in PBMC (n = 36,
rs < 0.01, p = 0.98) or in the skin (n = 13, rs = 0.23, p = 0.46).
Our previous study shows a strong downregulation
of HERV H env 62 expression in the skin of morphea patients but not in PBMC [15]. This could lead to a conclu-
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sion that the younger the patient, the bigger the ability
to decrease the expression of HERV H env 62 in the skin.
The literature study shows no apparent reason why the
expression of this particular sequence but no other show
such correlation. Although mysterious, this correlation
most probably has little scientific value, being quite weak
and just over the statistical significance level.
Studies on Human Endogenous Retroviruses are
flourishing. The number of viral sequences to be studied
is vast and the popularity of the subject among scientists
has been steadily increasing. The studies are no longer
limited to the mainstream of HERV research areas such
as oncogenesis, mammalian embryogenesis, or genomics and are inexorably expanding onto other fields of science [16–18]. Although the importance of these studies
cannot be underestimated, the influence of endogenous
viruses on human disorders does have its limits. Morphea seems to be an autoimmune disease where the
impact of HERV is not so apparent. Although there are
differences in the levels of transcription of certain HERV
sequences between morphea and healthy people [15],
these values tell us little about the disease pathogenesis,
as hardly any cause or effect of such changes is clear.
It seems that probing many patients for the expression of just a few sequences is not as effective as previously expected. For future initial studies of HERV in other
diseases we recommend high throughput techniques
such as HERV-dedicated DNA microarrays or massive parallel sequencing which are already commercially available.
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